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George Balanchine, to anyone upon whom danc-

ing exercises its enchantment, must always seem
the sorcerer, different in scope and scale from
other contemporary choreographers. His best wor’ s

are all classical, and though he can compose for

the individual dancer better than anyone else in

the Western world, his ballets are created apart

from the dancers who appear in them and they

can be given a new interpretation by any notable

talent fortunate enough to perform them. Every
season Balanchine feels that he has discovered a

wonderful new dancer, because, as dancing is his

magic, he is continually bewitched by the possi-

bilities of a new body which even itself may not

yet feel either strong or secure, but which he
can see projected through time into a powerful
interpreter.

Balanchine was not always a popular choreog-

rapher with the public. When Serenade was first

performed eleven years ago, it seemed almost too

simple from the hands of a man who was then

supposedly capable of only the perverse and pecu-

liar. Yet, how many ballets of that year can be
revived today and retain their freshness and
purity as it does? Or as Apollo, Mogartiana, and
Ballet Imperial do?

These classical ballets will serve as the base for

future repertories much as the works of Petipa

and Ivanov have served in the past. The next
generation will use Balanchine’s work as a stan-

dard for style and asymmetrical extension, the

grand contemporary academy of the development
of the capabilities of the human body on the

largest possible scale.

The list of Balanchine’s ballets at the end of

this issue is astonishingly varied and long. Unlike
most of the other choreographers of today, Balan-
chine performed as a youth in the classical reper-

tory of the Imperial Russian Theatres. Petipa
and Ivanov are in his blood, both the character
dances and the classical variations which he mas-
tered as if they were the finger exercises of a

pianist. He is the only contemporary choreogra-

pher in the traditional manner of the Imperial

Russian ballet, and the only man who has made
contributions to our repertory on the same abso-

lute level as Swan Lake and The Sleeping Princess.

Sometimes in his works which seem doomed to

inconsiderable success he lavishes his most exu-

berant and inspired designs, assured of their qual-

ity whether or not they achieve the recognition they

deserve. He creates even in the classroom. His
talent has always been luxurious; he is the Mozart
of the choreographers, “whose melodies are as

heartless as the birds.”

Manv people know that Balanchine is an ac-

complished musician, but few realize to what a

degree; he is a pianist, and a musical technician

the way a good conductor is a musical technician.

(Stravinsky writes of Balanchine’s “great talent,

his musical sensitivity, culture and professional

approach in his choreographic creations.”) When
he reads a score all the musical elements, the com-
ponents of counterpoint, harmony, rhythm and
melody, are richly suggested to him, not as a series

of Tableaux Vivants, but as sequence of spatial

and mobile notions of anatomical relationships,

less literary than melodic. An entrance,—a fan-

fare of movement,—a single exit,—a sweep empty-
ing the stage, come forth as abstract compositional
patterns, used to support the music, or emphasize
its break, silence, or recommencement, or for

their own sake, or as part of the mysterious, hid-

den “floor” of dancing, which is his orchestral

score. His dance achieves a magic of its own
;
the

exterior world is in comparison Shakespeare’s un-
substantial world of images; and every apparently
meaningless gesture has its proper significance, if

not on the obvious level of logic, then on the pro-
founder level of physical necessity or instinct.

The informal but valuable notes which Balan-
chine has contributed to this issue retain something
of the air of his classroom and his ballets, and
form a definite part of his contribution to the
classical tradition of the dance.

Lincoln Kirstein
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NOTES ON CHOREOGRAPHY

George Balanchine

(A series of informal notes made by Mr. Balanchine

during his work in the classroom and theatre)

We must first realize that dancing is an

important independent art, not merely a

secondary accompanying one. I believe that

it is one of the great arts. Like the music of

great musicians, it can be enjoyed and un-

derstood without any verbal introduction or

explanation. Nowadays at concerts of the

greatest philharmonic orchestras in the

world, the receptivity of the audience is so

low that they have to be provided with little

stories explaining the action. I have seen

row upon row of listeners at a concert fol-

lowing the “plot” in their programs while

a symphony is being played—a note on the

bassoon, the entrance of the villain; drums,

a thunderstorm is coming. And at the bal-

lets, some of which, unlike the symphonies,

actually cannot be understood without pro-

gram notes, the audience is constantly referr-

ing to the libretto to learn that the tw'o

women on the stage are mother and daught-

er and that the gentleman who enters is the

brother-in-law of one of them. In the times

of St. Leon and Petipa the things in a bal-

let which could not be conveyed in simple

dance movements were told in pantomime.

Plowever, this elaborate art is almost com-
pletely neglected now, and has been in-

creasingly replaced by written “plots.”

The important thing in ballet is the move-
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LA CHATTE, MUSIC BY SAUGUET;
DECOR BY GABO AND PEVSNER;
PRODUCED BY DIAGHILEV, PARIS,

1927. ABOVE, ALICE NIKITINA AND
SERGE LIFAR.

ment itself, as it is sound which is important

in a symphony. A ballet may contain a story,

but the visual spectacle, not the story, is the

essential element. The choreographer and

the dancer must remember that they reach

the audience through the eye—and the au-

dience, in its turn, must train itself actually

to see what is performed upon the stage. It

is the illusion created which convinces the

audience, much as it is with the work of a

magician. If the illusion fails the ballet fails,

no matter how well a program note tells the

audience that it has succeeded.

Everything cannot be conveyed by ballet,

only those things which can be shown on
the stage. Dance is not as inclusive an art

as literature. Many things, however, can be

shown or implied by the simple means of en-

trances, exits, solo dances, pas de deux or

group movements. Moreover, as in music,

the audience should be able to enjoy the

movement, regardless of the story.

The dance proves that movement is im-

portant in itself, for though the other visual

arts, such as painting and architecture, arc

stationary, dance is continually in motion

and any single position of a ballet is before

the audience’s eye for only a fleeting mo-
ment. Perhaps the eye does not see motion,

but only these stationary positions, like single

frames in a cinema film, but memory com-

bines each new image with the preceeding
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LA CHATTE, ABOVE, SERGE LIFAR,
AND EEI NOW, TCHERKAS, DOMAN-
SKY, BOROVSKY, LADRE AND LIS-

SANEVITCH.

image, and the ballet is created by the re-

lation of each of the positions, or move-

ments, to those which precede and follow it.

This accounts for the fact that action

photographs of performances of my ballets

do not show anything, because they catch

only attitudes, the flavor and meaning of

which depend on their place in a steady

progression. When every emphasis in a ballet

is placed on movement it is obvious that a

still photograph cannot catch the feeling of

it. (It is possible sometimes, however, to

succeed by arranging dancers for posed stu-

dio photographs.)

The majority of the public may want to

relax and make no effort when they go to

the theatre, but all art requires a certain

amount of effort and ability on the part of

the audience. To enjoy a ballet of any value

necessitates concentration comparable to

that necessary to read a book of value. Each
normal person possesses a certain ability to

see, but he often does not make any effort to

do so. Some people see more than others,

not because they have sharper vision, but

because they want to see as much as possible

and make the effort. When someone stares

fixedly at a point, his mind is usually wan-
dering and his visual intensity is weakened.

The spectator must be willing to assimilate

what is shown on the stage, and possibly to

be disturbed by it (for the ballet has spiritual

and metaphysical elements, not merely

physical ones) and to retain in his memory
the preceeding movements which will give

significance to the ones that are being per-
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LEFT- LE BAL, MUSIC BY RIETI: DECOR BY DE CHIRICO; PRESENTED BY DIAGHILEV, PARIS, 1929.

ALEXANDRA DANILOVA AND ANTON DOLIN. RIGHT: LA PASTORALE, MUSIC BY AURIC; DECOR BY

PRUNA; PRODUCED BY DIAGHILEV, PARIS, 1925. SERGE LIFAR AND FELIA DOUBROVSKA.

formed and the ones which are to follow.

Choreographic movement, used to produce

visual sensations, is quite different from the

practical movement of everyday life used to

execute a task, to walk, to lift an object, to

sit down. Choreographic movement is an end

in itself, and its only purpose is to create the

impression of intensity and beauty. No one in-

tends to produce beautiful movements when
rolling barrels or handling trains or elevat-

ors. In all these movements, however, there

are important visual dynamics if one will

seek them. Choreographic movements are the

basic movements which underlie all gesture

and action, and the choreographer must train

himself to discover them. It is necessary for

the choreographer to see things which other

people do not notice, even though they are

before their eyes, and to cultivate his visual

sense. (It amazes me, for instance, that some

people never notice the tops of buildings.)

It is natural that these basic movements
will be at first seem affected and artificial to

the body which is accustomed only to the

practical movements of everyday life. The
object of the dancer’s technical training is

to enable him to perform with perfect ease

choreographic movements, movements not

limited by considerations of practical, daily

life.

Children should begin to study ballet at

the age of eight or nine. Before that age bal-

let exercises could be actually detrimental

if performed with the required effort and in-
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tensity. In addition, few children under eight

years have the faculty to concentrate and to

submit to the discipline of a serious ballet

class.

Even with eight or nine year-o'd chil-

dren, we must always keep in mind the fact

that their bones are still soft and their mus-

cles (particularly the ones around the knee)

are still unformed. For this reason one should

never force the feet of children to attain

perfect ballet positions, nor insist on their

making an effort to turn out their legs.

At the start each of the five ballet posi-

tions must be demonstrated to the children

and explained very simply and plainly. Then
the children are stood facing the wall with

both hands on the bar, so that their weight

is evenly supported bv both hands. Standing

this way, they must first learn to stand in

each of the five positions until they become
completely familiar with them and can adopt

one or another at random, but as yet without

any connecting exercises. The children’s at-

tention should be drawn to correct posture

from the beginning; they should be taught

to keep their back straight, their shoulders

down, etc. Next they should learn to demi-

filier very slowly in each of the five positions,

always paying strict attention to posture.

Children must be watched to see when
they have enough of each excercise. Never
strain them in order to speed their progress.

The training of children requires a long

time and trying to shorten it by hurrying

the child does no good whatsoever.

When the children are familiar with the

five positions, they must learn how to change
from one position to another by means of

connecting movements. Next, they learn

battements tendus, beginning with the sim-

plest: from 1st position to 2nd position and

back. They should be taught battements on-

ly in front, then only sideways, then in back,

separately. All the foregoing should be

taught first with both hands on the bar. Next

the same exercises can be performed with

only one hand on the bar. The free arm
should be held down at first (in the first

position of the arm) and later it should be

held horizontally. At this point the children

learn how the hand and fingers should be

held. (Like the foot, the hand does not

change its position but follows the move-
ments of the arm). Then, away from the

bar, the children are taught the positions of

the arms.

After this, very simple exercises such as

ronds de jambe par terre can be gradually

added to the lesson. Needless to say, these are

performed at the bar.

The children should respect the teacher.

Good manners are a very important thing

and a definite part of the tradition of ballet

which is an aristocratic, that is, an exclusive

art, completely understood only by those who
are willing to expend a great deal of effort

and time on it. In this sense, it is also a de-

mocratic art, open to all who are willing to

do so. To be respected the teacher must car-

ry himself well and be polite to his pupils.

Discipline becomes easy if people respect each

other. The teacher thanks the pupils at the

end of the lesson and has them acknowledge

this by a reverence which will be so important

to them later for bowing gracefully on the

stage.

APOLLON MUSAGETE, MUSIC BY STRAVINSKY; DECOR BY BAUCHANT; PRESENTED BY DIAGHILEV,
PARIS, 1928. ABOVE, REVIVAL BY AMERICAN BALLET FOR SOUTH AMERICAN TOUR, 1941 (DECOR
BY STEWARD CHANEY). MARIE-JEANNE, MARJORIE MOORE, OLGA SUAREZ AND LEW CHRISTEN-
SEN. PHOTOGRAPH, SCHULMANN.
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LE FILS PRODIGUE, MUSIC BY PROKOVIEV; DECOR BY ROUAULT; PRODUCED BY DIAGHILEV, PARIS,

1929. ABOVE, ON TABLE, SERGE LIFAR.

Without technical background dancing can

only be improvisation. You want to please

yourself and others by expressing something,

but you don’t know how. I often think how
wonderfully I could play a certain violin con-

certo, with what feeling and expression

—

only, unfortunately, I do not play the violin!

All ballet positions and movements are

based on two principles: the horizontal

alignment of each movement in space, and

the vertical balance of the human figure.

The alignment is an invisible horizontal

line on which the dance is built; it extends

unbroken from the point where the dance

begins to where it ends. Upon it the move-

ments of the dancers exist, as upon a thread

a string of pearls is held.

The vertical balance of the human figure

is at the basis of the positions from which

every ballet movement originates and in

which every ballet movement ends. In the

five initial positions the body is balanced on

both feet. When a movement is started with

one foot from one of these positions, the

body remains balanced on the second, sup-

porting foot, erect, as though an invisible

vertical line were drawn from the dancer’s

head to the floor.
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LEFT: LA CONCURRENCE, MUSIC BY AURIC, DECOR BY DERAIN, PRODUCED BY BALLETS RUSSES
DE MONTE CARLO, MONTE CARLO, 1932, TAMARA TOUMANOVA. RIGHT: LE BOURGEOIS GENTIL-
HOMME, MUSIC by RICHARD STRAUSS; DECOR BY BENOIS, PRODUCED BY BALLETS RUSSES DE
MONTE CARLO, MONTE CARLO, 1932, TAMARA TOUMANOVA AND DAVID LICHINE.

After learning the basic positions, dancers

are taught a series of exercises which begin

and end in these positions. They repeat these

exercises, such as battements tendus, for ex-

ample, a great many times, not so much for

the purpose of building up certain muscles,

as in order to familiarize themselves so com-

pletely with each ballet movement that its

correct execution will become second nature

to them. Only by repeating each movement
until it becomes their own can they be sure

that their feet and arms will always be in the

right position, for they cannot be expected

to check every detail consciously while per-

forming.

In order to execute a movement the dan-

cer must make some preparation. The clas-

sical positions are stances in which he can

both begin and end a motion so that no pre-

paration is necessary between movements
and he performs smoothly. The basic posi-

tions through which he passes at the end of

each movement recover his balance without

any extra motion. The fact that after each

movement the dancer must revert to an ini-

tial ballet position in order to recover his

balance, naturally limits the vocabulary of

dance movements. However, the combina-

tions of these movements are unlimited

in number.
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MOZARTIANA, MUSIC BY MOZART-TCHAI KOWSKY; DECOR BY BERARD, PRESENTED BY LES BALLETS
1933, PARIS.

After the first two years of training these

elementary movements should be as familiar

to the dancer as the alphabet, and he should

no more need correction in them than a high

school student needs correction in the alpha-

bet. When he has achieved knowledge of

these movements, he can perform them

without thinking about them. He can not do

them incorrectly. And when he really knows

these basic principles well, he also knows his

personal limitations and how to compensate

for them, and he can become a good dancer

even though he does not have the ideal

physical qualifications for it.

Ballet is greatly simplified by the fact that

it has not only exact separate movements,

but set combinations of positions and move-

ments in which balance is always present.
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SONGES, MUSIC BY MILHAUD, DECOR BY DERAIN; PRODUCED BY LES BALLETS 1933, PARIS.

Jumps, iike all other ballet movements,

start from and return to one of the set bal-

let positions. The foot remains immobile

through the jump also. As the dancer has

only two feet he is limited to five kinds of

jumps: from two feet to two feet; from one

foot to two feet, from one foot to the same

foot, from two feet to one foot, and from

one foot to the other. But here again, we
have an endless number of combinations. In

general, the number of combinations of bal-

let positions and movements are not restrict-

ing but so large that we are unable to use

them all.

The positions of the arms are also deter-

mined by consideration of balance as well

as line. For instance in the second position,

the arms are held slightly above and in front

of the head, just so the dancer can see her

hands if she raises her eyes. If the hands were

held directly above her head they would pull

the shoulders too far back, and if they were

held further in front of the head they would

tip the balance of the body forward.
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SERENADE, MUSIC BY TCHAI KOWSKY ;
DECOR BY LURCAT; PRODUCED BY THE AMERICAN BALLET,

HARTFORD, 1934. ABOVE, REVIVED BY BALLET RUSSE DE MONTE CARLO, MARIE-J EANNE IGOR
YOUSKEVITCH AND MILADA MLADOVA.

The choreographer frees his mind from

the limitations of practical time in much the

same way that the dancer has freed his body.

He turns not away from life, but to its source.

He uses his technical proficiency to ex-

press in movement his essential knowldege.

Talent, inspiration and personality are not

.sources which come to an artist in a flash and

go away, but are the accumulated results of

all he has felt, thought, seen and done—the

stories he heard as a child, the art he has en-

joyed, his education and his everyday life

—

and are always with him, capable of being

reached by his technical ability and trans-

formed into dynamic designs of the utmost

intensity.
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If movement is the main, possibly the only

means of presenting the art of dancing in its

fullest significance, it is easy to understand

the importance of connecting movements to

each other with subtle care, yet at the same

time emphasizing, by contrast, their conti-

nuity. For example, very brief and small

movements to a fast or slow tempo, in every

angle or degree of angle, are developed in

relation to following broad, large movements
in the identical tempo, and increased from

their use by one dancer to their use by many
dancers. A kaleidoscope of such movements
lives within the choreographer’s brain, not

yet, of course, set to any tempo. They are as

yet only abstract memories of form. Of
these, silence, placidity and immobility are

perhaps the most powerful forces. They are as

impressive, even more so, than rage, delirium

or ecstacy. When the body remains trans-

fixed and immobile, every part of it should

be invisibly tense, and even in relaxation

there should be an inner muscular control.

The steps which a dancer has learned (and

after he has studied about ten years with

good teachers he should have an impressive

vocabulary of movements) are, when se-

parate, devoid of meaning, but they acquire

value when they are coordinated in time and

space, as parts of the continual, rhythmic flow

of the whole.

The student choreographer should at first

work out simple technical exercises; for ex-

ample, fitting eight bars of movement to

eight bars of music. Many different inter-

pretations may be given to music; there is no

single meaning behind it which the listener

must discover, and the choreographic stud-

ent can fit any number of combinations of

movements to the same eight bars of music.

On the other hand, he can fit the same com-

bination of movements to several different

pieces of music. Or he can fit bars of move-

ment to silence, which has a tempo of its

own. But if he uses music he must be sure

to fit the movements to it completely.

There is a lot of talk about counterpoint

in dancing. It is generally believed that

counterpoint is based on contrasts. Actually,

counterpoint is an accompaniment to a main
theme which it serves to enhance, but from

whose unity it must not detract. The only

kind of counterpoint that I can see in danc-

ing are the movements of arms, head, and
feet which are contrapuntal to the static or

vertical position of the body. For instance,

in the croise position the body is vertical, but

one arm is raised, the other horizontal, one

foot points forward while the other supports

the body, and the head is inclined towards

one of the shoulders. All this is an accom-

paniment to the main theme, which is the

vertical position of the body. In dancing one

should not strive to achieve counterpoint by

contrasting the movements of two dancers

or two groups of dancers on the stage. This

results not in counterpoint, but in disunity.

(There is no need to apply musical terms to

the dance, but if it is done their meaning

must be clearly understood.)

The eye can focus perfectly only on ob-

jects which are in the center of its field of

vision. Those objects which are not head-

on are seen clearly only because the observer

knows and imagines what they are, while he

focuses on the center object. If some new or

different form is placed in the secondary

part of a composition, the eye instinctively

changes its focus and convinces itself of the

identity of each individual form. And as vi ion

is the channel through which the art of

choreography reaches its audience, this in-

evitably results in confusion, and a loss of at-

tention to the main theme. But the eye can

follow the movements of a large group of

dancers if these form a harmonious pattern

within its central field or vision.
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BALANCHINE'S CHOREOGRAPHY (1930)

by

Agnes de Mille

(These excerpts are reprinted from Acrobatics and the New Choreography

by Agnes George de Mille in the Theatre Guild Magazine, January 1930)

One of the roughest of these dances and

by far the most effective is the love duct

performed by Doubrowska and Lifar in The
Prodigal Son, a ballet produced by Diaghi-

lev for the first tune in London last July.

Doubrowska as an ancient Biblical courtesan

full of splendor and wickedness hangs against

the Prodigal’s body, her arms locked over

his bent elbows, her wrists dangling, her

long slender legs bent so that her toes trail

in the air, her knees moving slowly in rhythm

with his steps. He crosses the stage langu-

orously under this sensual burden. She sits

before him and with frenzied strength jumps

to her toes. He wraps her about his waist

like a belt (a variation of the trick made
famous years ago by Mitti and Tillio) and

with feet spread apart watches her slide

down his body to the ground where she lies

in a coil, hand clutching ankle, spine tense

as a sprung trap. He sits beside her, swings

toward her, away from her, tries to lift him-

self from the floor, sinks back, and twists

into her arms in an inextricable tangle. This

scene constitutes one of the most important

seductions to be found on any modern stage.

Aside from the subject matter of the re-

turned wanderer, which has been important

tor approximately two thousand years, the

method of treatment is worth noticing as a

useful development of the adagio. For the

same reason less athletic themes and their

treatment should be considered. Happily

adagio lends itself to subtleties as well. Im-

aginative concepts hitherto seldom expressed

except with words, the moods and imagery

that words connote, can be wrought into

visual form by the same hackneyed acrobatic

stunts. It is with vigorous wiles that the

courtesan lures the Prodigal into her power,

as we have seen, and vigorously she makes

known her triumph. Her attendants imme-

diately smother him in her crimson train.

She mounts to the shoulders of one of them

and stands looking down a good ten feet

at her subdued lover. In this device, a

tumbling trick, Doubrowska opens up an en-

tirely new field for theatrical expression.

Literally she towers over her prey. No actress

by voice or presence could dominate the

situation more completely. In another ballet

of the Diaghilev repertory, Apoilon-Musa-
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ORPHEUS, MUSIC BY GLUCK; DECOR BY TCHELITCHEW; PRESENTED BY THE AMERICAN BALLET,
NEW YORK, 1936. ABOVE, WILLIAM DOLLAR, LEW CHRISTENSEN AND DAPHNE VANE. PHOTOGRAPH
GEORGE PLATT LYNES.

THE CARD PARTY, MUSIC BY STRAVINSKY; DECOR BY SHARAFF; PRODUCED BY THE AMERICAN
BALLET, 1937. ABOVE, ANNABELLE LYON, HORTENCE KAHRKLIN, WILLIAM DOLLAR, HELEN LEACH
AND LEDA ANCHUTINA.
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gete, Terpsichore balanced in swan dive posi-

tion on the bended back of Apollo trans-

forms herself into pinions. Literally Apollo’s

song is winged. Fused to his body she swims

in the air, she floats clear of earth. No leap-

ing premiere ever more definitely achieved

flying than this acrobatic dancer. Motionless

in space the arched body of the girl trans-

figures Apollo, and dancers and audience

rise in ecstasy to thin heights.

The effect produced by exaggerated hu-

man gestures and imitation of animal move-

ments by a chorus of twenty-four young men
in The Prodigal Son far outreaches the at-

tacks on modern civilization in any of our

expressionistic dramas. With a few silly move-

ments the dancers achieve finally and ulti-

mately the decadence that Noel Coward
strove to reveal in his Dance Little Lady, that

O’Neill satirized in the conversation between

the Hairy Ape and the Fifth Avenue Prome-

naders who talked and looked exactly alike.

Bald as eggs, dressed identically, moving

identically, crowded together as closely as

possible, the dancers hop over one another’s

back, circle around alternately squatting and

rising, rear themselves into architectural for-

mations, crawl down each other to the earth

again, scramble about sideways in ridiculous

positions like crabs. Their movements are

those of children at play, their attitude that

BALANCHINE REHEARSING BALLET IMPERIAL, MUSIC BY TCHAI KOWSKY ; DECOR BY DOUBOUJIN-
SKY; PRODUCED BY AMERICAN BALLET CARAVAN, NEW YORK, 1941. MAR I E-JEANNE, WILLIAM DOL-

LAR AND COMPANY.
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of sinister, super-sophisticated adults. They

are abortions, gargoyles, abnormal, unde-

veloped creatures found in the drawings of

Beardsley and Alastaire. They range them-

selves in serried ranks and open and shut

their mouths, goggle their eyes, stick out their

tongues, wiggle their hands in their ears,

thumb their noses. They are the epitome of

all the gossiping, scandalmongering neurotics

the world has bred. They seize the Prodigal,

strip and rob him, bind him to a pillar, and

hiding behind it so that only their hands

can be seen pat him up and down. The

humiliation of their touch on his body is

almost more than he can suffer. Long after

they have gone he remains rigid with arms

stiff at his sides and fingers quivering in

anguish. Then in an excess of shame and

grief he turns to the wall and pulls himself

up until his body hangs pilloried, shrunken

with loathing, knees drawn taut. In this

manner he comes to the earth. In this man-
ner he crawls away. He thrashes in the dust,

draws himself into a knot, kicks free, turns

feverishly over and around and back again.

Broken, prostrate at the feet of his father

until he receives some sign of welcome he

embraces the patriarch’s ankles, takes hold

of his waist, his shoulders, lifts himself up
into the man’s arms and clings there safe

and comforted, folded like a child in his

father’s mantle. Those who watch hide their

face from the gentle wonder of the scene.

Lifar’f crippled progress away from the

city of sin is as realistic an expression of

remorse as the most intense acting. In the

one case the outward trappings of grief are

exactly reproduced, in the other the symbol

of the grief itself.

CONCERTO BAROCCO, MUSIC BY
BACH

; DECOR BY BERMAN; PRO-
DUCED BY AMERICAN BALLET CARA-
VAN, NEW YORK, 1941. MARIE-
JEANNE, WILLIAM DOLLAR AND
COMPANY. PHOTOGRAPH, SCHUL-
MANN.
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A NOTE ON BALANCHINE'S PRESENT STYLE

Edwin Denby

Since 1940, it seems to me, Balanchine’s

choreographic style has more and more clar-

ified the dancer’s momentum in motion.

That is what you follow as you watch the

dance. You follow the variable momentum
of the dancer’s phrase and the dance impulse

in it that animates her is clearly defined.

The spring of the steps and the thrust of

the gesture clarify and characterize the danc-

er’s changing impetus. Easy and elusive she

moves postively in coherent and unforeseen

sequences. Her energy suits their emphasis,

the figures of the dance suit her dancing

figure. Free in following her impetus, light

in responding to its surprising variations, hei

own human figure keeps its plastic unity.

The unity it keeps for your eye makes the

dancer a consistent character in your mind.

You see her as an active, intelligent charact-

er on the stage whose variable play fascinates

by its natural coherence. Because she creates

her own momentum unimpeded and because

you see her so clearly doing it, you watch her

with pleasure as if she were doing what she

spontaneously liked to. And because the rise

and fall of the dancer’s momentum is so

clear and so expressive and the extended

phrases appear to be the free dance impulse

of an interestin'! human character, the danc-O

er herself remains the force on stage you

watch, the force that moves you. And since

in performance there are many dancers to

watch, stars and chorus, young men as well

as girls, and since the impetus of each re-

mains free and clear whether they dance solo

or in harmony with others, the ballet on

stage is full of variety, exhilarating and
touching in its lively mutual responsiveness.

The novelty in this is the fact that Balan-

chine’s style like the classic Petipa-Ivanov

style of the nineties moves you by the act of

dancing and not, as the fashion was from

1910 to 1940, by opposing to that act obs-

tacles of various kinds of mimicry—pictorial,

psychological, musical or social. Choreogra-

phy from Fokine on had made the most of

such obstacles to dancing and of the inter-

mittences in rhythm, the oddity and distor-

tion of the human figure (the stylization)

which resulted. Fanciful, startling, intelligent

and stylish it often was, and Balanchine him-

self began by rather outdoing other choreo-

graphers in all these qualities. “Modernism”

was the liveliest fashion of its day, and it

made every new piece obviously very pecu-

liar; but it tended to focus one’s interest not

on what the dancers were doing but on what

they were supposed to do, what they had
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BALANCHINE REHEARSING DANSES CONCERTAN FES, MUSIC BY STRAVINSKY; DECOR BY BERMAN;
PRODUCED BY BALLET RUSSE DE MONTE CARLO, NEW YORK, 1944. ALEXANDRA DANILOVA, FREDERIC
FRANKLIN AND COMPANY.

been told to. Dancers solidly trained in clas-

sic continuity of rhythm and balance pro-

jected an eloquent pathos by overcoming the

choreographer’s wilful obstacle-course; but

dancers with little experience in a straight

dance attack couldn’t be effective in the

oblique two-things-at-once impetus of styl-

ization. Balanchine’s shift from “modernism”

may be due to the fact that he has worked

for the last eleven years wholly in America,

and generally for American dancers, whose

incompletely trained dance impetus had to

be stressed to make it carry in performance.

But this new style may also be due to a spon-

taneous change in his point of view, to a

new interest in classic coherence, limpidity

and grace that contemporary poetry and

music are also beginning to show. In any

event his present style is not an oblique neo-

classicism, it is a direct new classicism. It is

the new choreographic style of the forties,

which is in emotion unlike the preceding

style, the style we know from “Sylphides,”

“The Faun,” “Tricorne,” “Noces,” and

“Apollo”—each one a masterpiece, as every-

one knows. Tudor’s work too has been

“modernistic”; and I have no intention of

suggesting that the style has no life left in it,
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I am merely trying to analyze the novelty

of a newer one.

One can of course point out that back in

Diaghilieff’s day Balanchine was already rec-

ognized by the discerning as a classicist, and

classicist he was in comparison to the mod-
ernistic choreographers. But even “Coillon”

which in its open flow gives a clear indication

of his present manner, is in its theme a sty-

lized representation of a non-ballet form of

dancing.

“Serenade” is directly classic in its style

of dancing but it makes many of its points

by gestures and arrangements that have a

sort of pictorial symbolism. I have the im-

pression that “Balustrade” in the first and

last part of it, in which the movement was

simple and open and made its effect direct-

ly by its dance rhythm was more definitely

in the present direction; although it was the

wonderfully sensual acrobatics of the middle

section that delighted one part of the au-

dience and shocked another. Shocking Balan-

chine has not been since then, perhaps be-

cause shockingness, especially in America,

injects a non-dance excitement that inter-

rupts and diminishes the straight dance emo-

tion. At any rate, “Concerto Barocco,” “Bal-

let Imperial” “Danses Concertantes”, “Waltz

Academy” and the new “Mozartiana” (and

in a simpler form the big number in the sec-

ond act of “The Merry Widow” and the one

at the end of “Song of Norway”) are direct

dancing, limpid and exhilarating. “Bourgeois

Gentilhomme,” in its present form, has some
brief low comedy and pantomime scenes, but

“Bourgeois” is a variegated divertissement

and not a consistent ballet; the stylized move-
ment is used as it is in a Petipa divertisse-

ment or pantomime scene for occasional re-

lief, not to communicate lyric emotion.

Despite the popular success our two ballet

companies have had with his new pieces

this winter on tour many people feel that so

straight and ungloomy a style as this does

not convey emotion. They are distressed by

the absence of a literary subject by which to

get at the ballet. They feel that Balanchine’s

“Baiser de la Fee” was because of its story

and pathos, a greater work than his new
ones. More grandiose in scale it was, and I

wish this grandly morbid piece were still in

repertory. It is a loss certainly that Balan-

chine has not had an opportunity to set a

long and ample work. I should be happy, for

instance, to see a 1945 classic hour long ver-

sion of a Tchaikovsky ballet, right next to

the familiar 1890 classic versions in our re-

pertory. But a plot and its attendant emo-

tional situations are after all a device for

continuity, an aid to attention; it is not the

situation that achieves emotion but the im-

petus of the dance that creates it.

Balanchine in these new animated, cons-

tantly shifting, plotless and unneurotic pieces

by stressing the dancer’s impetus makes one

follow a dance performance with consistent

interest without drawing your attention to

familiar unhappiness. You don’t watch the

dance to see if the dancers come up to an

emotion you expect beforehand, you watch

to see what they do, and their variety in

animation exhilarates; you are interested

without knowing how to label the emotion.

And so you are not tempted to excuse your

pleasure, or rationalize it, or appreciate it

mentally. I think that this direct enjoyment

of dancing as an activity is the central aspect

of ballet style that Balanchine has rediscover-

ed. As in the new style the dancer is no

longer divided between divergent impulses

of motion, and as there is no longer a con-

flict for precedence between dancer and

choreographer, so there is as you watch no

painful split of emotion between your social

consciousness and your dance pleasure. These

classic and free pleasures of peace are as

great as those of a tortured romantic dis-

order. They offer us a new emotion one is

eager to enjoy.
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BALLETS BY GEORGE BALANCHINE

Before leaving Russia in 1924, at the age of 20, Balanchine choreographed a

number of works including a General March by Chopin, Waltzes by Ravel, Boeuf

Sur le Toit by Milhaud, Enigma by Arensky, Pulcinella by Stravinsky, Salome by
Strauss, La Nuit by Rubenstein, several of his own musical compositions, pieces

by Scriabine and Medtner, dances to recitations of poems, dances for the State

Opera production of Coq d ' Or, and for productions of Toller's Broken Brow
and Shaw's Ceasar and Cleopatra.

Balanchine has choreographed opera ballets in London and Copenhagen, in

Monte Carlo for two years, and at the Metropolitan in New York for three

years (1936 - 37 - 38). The list is not given here in detail as it includes nearly

all the operas in the current repertories of European and American companies.

1925 LE ROSSIGNOL—Music, Igor Stravinsky—Decor, Henri Matisse—Presented by Diaghilev,

Paris.

BARABAU— Music, Vittorio Rieti— Decor, Maurice Utrillo—Presented by Diaghilev, London.

LA PASTORALE—Music, George Auric—Decor, Pedro Pruna—Presented by Diaghilev, Paris.

1926 JACK IN THE BOX— Music, Erik Satie—Decor, Andre Derain—Presented by Diaghilev, Paris.

TRIUMPH OF NEPTUNE— Music, Lord Berners—Decor, adapted from children's book by

Pollock— Book, Sacheverall Sitwell, Presented by Diaghilev, London.

1927 LA CHATTE-—Music, Henri Sauguet—Decor, Gabo and Pevsner— Book, Sobeka—Presented

by Diaghilev, Monte Carlo.

1928 APOLLON MUSAGETE— Music, Igor Stravinsky—Decor, Andre Bauchant—Presented by

Diaghilev, Paris.

THE GODS GO A-BESGING—Music, Handel—Decor, Old scenery by Bakst and Juan Gris

—

Presented by Diaghilev, London.

1929 LE FILS PRODIGUE—Music, Serge Prokoviev—Decor, Georges Rouault— Book, Boris Kochno

—

Presented by Diaghilev, Paris.

LE BAL—Music, Vittorio Rieti—Decor, Georgio de Chirico—Presented by Diaghilev, Paris.

1930 JOSEPH AND POTIPHAR—Music Richard Strauss—Decor, Abell—Presented by Royal Thea-

tre, Copenhagen.

1932 LA CONCURRENCE—Music, Georges Auric—Decor, Andre Derain—Presented by Ballets

Russes de Monte Carlo, Monte Carlo.

LE BOURGEOIS GENTILHOMME—Music, Richard Stauss—Decor, Alexandre Benois— Pre-

sented by Ballets Russes de Monte Carlo, Monte Carlo.

COTILLON-—Music, Emmanuel Chabrier—Decor, Christian Berard— Book, Boris Kochno

—

Presented by Ballets Russes de Monte Carlo, Monte Carlo.

1933 ERRANTE—Music, Franx Schubert—Decor, Pavel Tchelitchew—Presented by Les Ballet 1933.

Paris.

SONGES—M usic, Darius Milhaud—Decor, Andre Derain—Presented by Les Ballets 1933, Paris.

PASTES—M usic, Henri Sauguet— Decor, Andre Derain—Presented by Les Ballets, 1933, Paris.

MOZARTIANA—Music, Mozart-Tchaikowsky—Decor, Christian Berard— Presented by Les Bal-

lets 1933, Paris.

LES SEPT PECHES CAPITAUX—Music, Kurt Weill— Decor, Casperd Neher— Presented by

Les Ballets 1933, Paris.

THE WALTZES— Music, Ludwig von Beethoven—Decor, Emilio Terry—Presented by Les Bal-

lets 1933, Paris.

1934 AUBADE—-Music, Francois Poulnec—Decor, Bouchener— Presented by Nmenchinova's Com-

pany, Paris.

DREAMS (N ew version of Sonqes, different music, same decor) Music, George Antheil

—

Decor, Andre Derain—presented by American Ballet, White Plains, N. Y.

ALMA MATER—Music, Kay Swift—Decor, John Held, Jr.—Presented by American Ballet,

Hartford, Conn.
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SERENADE— Music, Tchaikowsky—Decor, Jean Lurcat—Presented by American Ballet, Hart-

ford, Conn.

TRANSCENDENCE—Music, Li st-A nth ei I—Decor, Franklin Watkins—Presented by American

Ballet, Hartford, Conn.

1935 REMINISENCE— Music, Godard—Decor, Serge Soudeikine—Presented by American Ballet,

New York.

THE BAT—M usic, Johann Strauss—Decor, Keith Martin—Presented by American Ballet,

New York.

1936 ORPHEUS—Music, Gluck—Decor, Pavel Tchelitchew— Presented by American Ballet and

Metropolitan Opera Association, New York.

MAGIC—Music, Mozart—Decor, Pavel Tchelitchew—Presented by American Ballet, Hart-

ford, Conn.

1937 LE BAISER DE LA FEE—M usic, Igor Stravinsky—Decor, Alice Halicka—Presented by American

Ballet, New York.

THE CARD PARTY—M usic, Igor Stravinsky—Decor, Irene Sharaff—Presented by American

Ballet, New York.

1941 BALUSTRADE— Music, Igor Stravinsky—Decor, Pavel Tchelitchew—Presented by W. de Basil's

Original Ballet Russe, New York.

BALLET IMPERIAL—M usic, Tchaikowsky—Decor, Douboujinsky—Presented by American Ballet

Caravan, New York.

CONCERTO BAROCCO—Music, Bach—Decor, Eugene Berman—Presented by American Ballet

Caravan, New York.

FANTASIA BRASILERIA—Music, Francisco Mignone—Decor, Enrico Bianco—Presented by

American Ballet Caravan, Lima.

1942 CONCERTO— Music, Mozart—Decor, Pavel Tchelitchew—Presented by Teatro Colon, Buenos

Aires.

1944 DANSES CONCERTANTES— Music, laor Stravinsky—Decor, Eugene Berman—Presented by

Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo, New York.

LE BOURGEOIS GENTILHOMME (New Version)—Richard Strauss—Decor, Eugene Berman

—

Presented bv Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo, New York.

WALTZ ACADEMY— Music, Vittorio Rieti—Decor, Oliver Smith and Alvin Colt—Presented

by Ballet Theatre, Boston.

MUSICALS WITH CHOREOGRAPHY BY GEORGE BALANCHINE

Wake Up and Dream (Cockran, London 1930)

("'nrl-ran Reviews (Cockran, London 1930 and 1931)

On Your Toes (Produced by Dwiqht Deere Wiman, 1936)

Babes In Arms (Produced by Dwiqht Deere Wiman, 1937)

Bovs From Syracuse (Produced bv Georqe Abbott, 1938)

I Married An Angel (Produced by Dwight Deere Wiman, 1938)

Lousianna Purchase (Produced by B. G. DeSylva, 1940)

Cabin In The Sky (Produced by Albert Lewis and Vinton Freedley, 1940)

Keep Off The Grass (Produced by Messrs. Shubert, 1940)

The Lady Comes Across (Produced by Hale, Rogers and Seabra, 1942)

Rosalinda (Produced hv The New Ope ra Company, 1942)

What's Up (Produced by Mark Warnow, 1943)

The Merry Widow (Produced by The New Opera Company, 1943)

Dream With Music (Produced bv Richard Kollmar, 1944)

Song Of Norway (Produced by Edwin Lester, 1944)

MOTION PICTURES WITH CHOREOGRAPHY BY GEORGE BALANCHINE
Dark Red Roses (London Films, 1929)

Goldwyn Follies (United Artists, 1938)

On Your Toes (Warner Brothers, 1939)

I Was An Adventuress (20th Century Fox, 1940)

Star Spangled Rhythm (Old Black Magic) (Paramount, 1942)
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